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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a radar system including multiple transmission radars for transmitting signals
whose transmission frequencies are changed at a predetermined spacing, and a reception radar for receiving signals
reflected by a target, to perform signal processing on the received signals, thereby performing target detection, range
measurement, velocity measurement, angle measurement, etc.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In a conventional radar system, discrete transmission radars transmit transmission signals of different center
frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is performed upwardly, as disclosed in, for example, Nonpatent
Literature 1. A reception radar receives the transmitted signals that are reflected by a target as reception signals. Then,
under the assumption that no influences are caused by the Doppler frequency by the target, the reception signals having
different center frequencies, i.e., reception signals in different bands are separated, the reception signals are multiplied
by a window function to suppress sidelobes occurring due to the cross correlation between the reception signals of
different bands, and integration (synthesis) is performed.
[0003] According to such a conventional radar system described above, under the assumption that there is no influence
of the Doppler frequency of a target, the reception signals having the different center frequencies can be integrated
coherently, high range resolution can be provided, and sidelobes occurring due to the cross correlation can be suppressed
by multiplying the reception signals by window functions. Patent literature 1 discloses a wideband synthesizing method
which is based on a multi receiving frequency-division radar.

CITATION LIST

Non Patent Literature

[0004] Non Patent Literature 1: XiZeng Dai, Jia Xu, Chunmao Ye, Ying-Ning Peng, "Low-sidelobe HRR profiling based
on the FDLFM-MIMO radar," APSAR 2007. 1st Asian and Pacific Conference

Patent literature

[0005] Patent Literature 1: Chinese Patent Application Publication No. CN 101 452 073 A

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0006] However, there is a problem with the conventional radar system in that when there is an influence of the Doppler
frequency of a target sidelobes occurring due to the cross correlation between the reception signals in the different bands
increase. Another problem is that when there is an influence of the Doppler frequency of the target, because the locations
of signals after pulse compression, i.e., the ranges at which the reception signals are integrated deviate from the relative
range of the target, as described in, for example, literature: Merrill I. Skolnik, "Radar Handbook, Third Edition" , MacGraw-
Hill companies., 2008, the range measurement cannot be performed correctly. A further problem is that because the
transmission frequency differs for each of the transmission radars, the phases of signals after pulse compression differ
in accordance with the transmission frequencies, the reception signals cannot be integrated coherently, and the detection
performance degrades.
[0007] One or more embodiments of the present disclosure are made in order to solve the above-mentioned problems,
and an object of one or more embodiments is to provide a radar system that can improve its target detection performance
even in a case in which there is an influence of the Doppler frequency of a target.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0008] According to the present disclosure, there is provided a radar system described in independent claim 1.
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ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0009] In a radar system according to the present disclosure, the frequency domain transforming unit performs the
transform into the frequency domain in such a way that the Doppler velocity bin is the same for each of the different
transmission frequencies, and the correlation unit generates signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation,
the signals being separate for each of the transmission frequencies. The integrating unit generates band-synthesized
signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and the target candidate detecting unit performs detection of
a target candidate on output signals from the integrating unit on the basis of signal strength. The target’s relative-
velocity/relative-range/arrival angle calculating unit calculates a relative velocity, a relative range, and an arrival angle
of the target candidate. As a result, the target detection performance can be improved even in a case in which there is
an influence of the Doppler frequency of the target.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0010]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a radar system according to Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of each transmitting unit of the radar system according to Embodiment 1 of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing an example of the hardware configuration of the radar system according to
Embodiment 1 of present disclosure;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing an example of a transmitting operation of the radar system according to Embodiment
1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 5 is an explanatory illustration showing the transmission frequency and the modulation bandwidth of each
transmission radar of the radar system according to Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing an example of a receiving operation of a receiving unit of a reception radar of the radar
system according to Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 7 is an explanatory illustration showing a positional relationship between each transmission radar and the
reception radar of the radar system according to Embodiment 1 of the present disclosure, and a relationship between
transmitted signals and received signals;
Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing an example of signal processing performed by the radar system according to Embodiment
1 of the present disclosure;
Figs. 9A, 9B, 9C, 9D, 9E, and 9F are explanatory illustrations showing an influence of a Doppler frequency when
pulse compression is performed on received signals corresponding to different transmission frequencies;
Figs. 10A and 10B are explanatory illustrations showing an influence of a Doppler frequency when band synthesis
is performed on signals after correlation corresponding to the transmission frequencies;
Fig. 11 is an explanatory illustration showing results of a transform into a frequency domain which is performed on
reception video signals corresponding to the transmission frequencies of the transmission radars by using an FFT;
Figs. 12A, 12B, and 12C are explanatory illustrations showing results of the transform into the frequency domain
which is performed on the reception video signals corresponding to the transmission frequencies of the transmission
radars by using a CZT;
Fig. 13 is an explanatory illustration showing a relationship between an input and outputs in the frequency domain
transforming process;
Figs. 14A and 14B are explanatory illustrations showing a reception video signal, and spectra of signals based on
a velocity and a range;
Fig. 15 is an explanatory illustration showing a relationship between inputs and outputs in a correlation process;
Fig. 16 is an explanatory illustration showing a spectrum of a signal based on a velocity and a range after correlation;
Fig. 17 is an explanatory illustration showing transmitted signals and received signals which are under the influence
of a Doppler frequency;
Figs. 18A, 18B, and 18C are explanatory illustrations showing spectra of signals based on a velocity and a range
after correlation, at a target relative range for each of the transmission frequencies;
Fig. 19 is a block diagram a radar system according to Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 20 is a block diagram of each transmitting unit of the radar system according to Embodiment 2 of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 21 is a block diagram of a first signal processing unit of the radar system according to Embodiment 2 of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 22 is an explanatory illustration showing a relationship among the transmission frequencies, the modulation
bandwidths, and the frequency modulation of transmission radars of the radar system according to Embodiment 2
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of the present disclosure;
Fig. 23 is an explanatory illustration showing the transmitted signals and received signals which are under the
influence of a Doppler frequency in Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure;
Figs. 24A, 24B, and 24C are explanatory illustrations showing the influence of a Doppler frequency when pulse
compression is performed in a case in which the frequency modulation in a frequency band and that in another
frequency band adjacent to the frequency band are complex conjugates of each other;
Fig. 25 is an explanatory illustration showing the influence of a Doppler frequency when band synthesis is performed
on signals after correlation corresponding to the transmission frequencies in the case in which the frequency mod-
ulation in a frequency band and that in another frequency band adjacent to the frequency band are complex conjugates
of each other;
Fig. 26 is an explanatory illustration showing a variant of the relationship among the transmission frequencies, the
modulation bandwidths, and the frequency modulation of the transmission radars of the radar system according to
Embodiment 2 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 27 is a block diagram of a second signal processor in a radar system according to Embodiment 3 of the present
disclosure;
Fig. 28 is an explanatory illustration showing an integrated signal based on a velocity and a range after correlation
in a case in which there is ambiguity in velocities, in Embodiment 3 of the present disclosure;
Fig. 29 is an explanatory illustration showing a two-dimensional reference signal for a second target candidate in
Embodiment 3 of the present disclosure; and
Fig. 30 is an explanatory illustration showing the details of processing for detecting a target candidate according to
Embodiment 3 of the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0011] Hereafter, in order to explain this disclosure in greater detail, embodiments of the present disclosure will be
described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Embodiment 1.

[0012] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a radar system according to Embodiment 1.
[0013] The radar system according to this embodiment includes multiple transmission radars 100-nTx (nTx is trans-
mission radar number; nTx = 1, 2, ..., NTx in a case in which the number of transmission radars is NTx), a reception radar
200-1 (nRx is reception radar number; nRx = 1, 2, ..., NRx in a case in which the number of reception radars is NRx; a
configuration in the case of NRx = 1 will be explained in Embodiment 1), a second signal processor 240, and a display
250, as shown in the figure. Further, each transmission radar 100-nTx includes an aerial 110-nTx and a transmitting unit
120-nTx. Each transmitting unit 120-nTx includes a transmitter 121-nTx, a pulse modulator 122-nTx, a local oscillator 123-
nTx, and an intrapulse modulation signal generator 124-nTx, as shown in Fig. 2.
[0014] The reception radar 200-1 includes an aerial 210-1, a receiving unit 220-1, and a first signal processor 230-1.
The receiving unit 220-1 includes a receiver 221-1 and an A/D converter 222-1. The first signal processor 230-1 includes
a frequency domain transforming unit 231-1, a correlation unit 232-1, and an integrating unit 233-1. The second signal
processor 240 includes a target candidate detecting unit 241, and a target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle
calculating unit 242.
[0015] Transmission radars 100-nTx emit transmission signals with discrete frequencies generated from both a pulse
signal and an intrapulse modulation signal for use of frequency-modulating the pulse signal. Each aerial 110-nTx is an
antenna that emits, as a transmission RF signal 130-nTx, a signal sent out from the transmitting unit 120-nTx. The
transmitter 121-nTx in each transmitting unit 120-nTx is a processing unit that generates a transmission signal on the
basis of both a pulse signal from the pulse modulator 122-nTx and an intrapulse modulation signal from the intrapulse
modulation signal generator 124-nTx. Each pulse modulator 122-nTx is a processing unit that generates a pulse signal
by performing pulse modulation on a local oscillation signal from the local oscillator 123-nTx on the basis of a preset
period and pulse width. Each local oscillator 123-nTx is a processing unit that generates a local oscillation signal. Each
intrapulse modulation signal generator 124-nTx is a processing unit that generates an intrapulse modulation signal used
for performing frequency modulation on a pulse signal.
[0016] The reception radar 200-1 is a processing unit that receives the transmitted signal that is emitted by each
transmission radar 100-nTx and returned from a target on reflection. The aerial 210-1 of the reception radar 200-1 is an
antenna for receiving reception RF signals 260-1-1 to 260-NTx-1. The receiver 221-1 in the receiving unit 220-1 is a
processing unit that converts the received signals received by the aerial 210-1 into a reception video signal, and the A/D
converter 222-1 is a processing unit that A/D converts the reception video signal outputted from the receiver 221-1. The
frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 in the first signal processor 230-1 is a processing unit that transforms the
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reception video signal from the receiving unit 220-1 into a signal based on a velocity and a range in such a way that the
Doppler frequency of a target belongs to the same velocity bin number regardless of a change in the frequency of the
transmitted signal. The correlation unit 232-1 is a processing unit that performs a correlation process on the output
signals of the frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 by using a reference signal corresponding to both the trans-
mission frequency of each transmission radar 100-nTx and a velocity corresponding to a velocity bin number, to generate
signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separate for each of the transmission
frequencies of the transmission radars 100-nTx. The integrating unit 233-1 is a processing unit that integrates the output
signals of the correlation unit 232-1 using target arrival angle candidates, to generate band-synthesized signals based
on a velocity and a range after correlation.
[0017] The target candidate detecting unit 241 in the second signal processor 240 is a processing unit that performs
detection of a target candidate on the output signal of the integrating unit 233-1 on the basis of a signal strength. The
target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit 242 is a processing unit that calculates a relative
velocity, a relative range, and an arrival angle of a target candidate. Further, the display 250 is a display device for
displaying a signal processing result.
[0018] Next, an example of a hardware configuration for implementing the radar system configured as above will be
explained using Fig. 3.
[0019] The radar system includes a processor 1, an input/output interface 2, a memory 3, an external storage unit 4,
and a signal path 5. The processor 1 is the one for implementing the functions of the transmission radars 100-nTx, the
reception radar 200-1, and the second signal processor 240 in the radar system. The input/output interface 2 is an
interface for the transmission signal from the aerial 110-nTx in each transmission radar 100-nTx and the received signal
from the aerial 210-1 in the reception radar 200-1, and for the output signal to the display 250. The memory 3 is a storage
unit including a program memory for storing various programs for implementing the radar system according to this
embodiment, and a ROM, a RAM, etc. which are used as a work memory which is used when the processor 1 performs
data processing, a memory into which signal data are loaded, etc. The external storage unit 4 is used to store various
data, such as various setting data for the processor 1 and signal data. As the external storage unit 4, for example, a
volatile memory such as an SDRAM, an HDD, or an SSD can be used. Programs including an operating system (OS),
and various data, such as various setting data and signal data, can be stored. Data stored in the memory 3 can also be
stored in this external storage unit 4. The signal path 5 is a bus for connecting among the processor 1, the input/output
interface 2, the memory 3, and the external storage unit 4.
[0020] Further, the number of processor 1 and memory 3 may be two or more, and the two or more processors 1 and
memories 3 can be configured so as to perform signal processing in cooperation with each other.
[0021] In addition, at least one of the transmission radars 100-nTx, the reception radar 200-1, and the second signal
processor 240 can be configured by hardware for exclusive use.
[0022] Next, the operation of the radar system according to Embodiment 1 will be explained.
[0023] First, the transmitting operation of each transmission radar 100-nTx will be explained by reference to Fig. 4.
[0024] Here, in the transmission radars 100-nTx, the aerials 110-nTx have only to be distributedly arranged, or antenna
elements can be distributedly arranged. More specifically, the transmission radars can be implemented by an multiple-
input and multiple-output (MIMO) radar or digital beamforming (DBF).
[0025] In the transmitting operation of each transmission radar 100-nTx, the local oscillator 123-nTx generates a local
oscillation signal L0(t), as shown in Equation (1), and outputs the local oscillation signal to the pulse modulator 122-nTx
(step ST11).

[0026] AL denotes the amplitude of the local oscillation signal, φ0 denotes the initial phase of the local oscillation signal,
f0 denotes the center transmission frequency, and Tobs denotes an observation time period.
[0027] Then, the pulse modulator 122-nTx performs pulse modulation on the local oscillation signal L0(t) from the local
oscillator 123-nTx on the basis of information showing a preset pulse repetition interval Tpri and a preset pulse width T0
in accordance with Equation (2), to generate a pulse signal Lpls(h, t), and outputs this pulse signal to the transmitter 121-
nTx (step ST12). 
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[0028] Here, h denotes hit number, and H denotes the number of hits (this number is expressed by Equation (3), and
floor(X) is an integer in which the fractional part of a variable X is dropped).

[0029] The intrapulse modulation signal generator 124-nTx generates an intrapulse modulation signal Lchp(nTx, h, t)
used for performing frequency modulation on the pulse signal, by using both an amount of frequency modulation BnTx
and a modulation bandwidth ΔBnTx in accordance with Equation (4), and outputs the intrapulse modulation signal to the
transmitter 121-nTx (step ST13). A relationship between the amount of frequency modulation BnTx and the modulation
bandwidth ΔBnTx of each transmission radar is shown in Fig. 5. In Embodiment 1, an effect which is produced when the
modulation bandwidths of the transmission radars are the same will be explained. An amount of frequency modulation
B2 is 0. 

[0030] The transmitter 121-nTx generates a transmission RF signal Tx(nTx, h, t) by using the pulse signal Lpls (h, t)
and the intrapulse modulation signal Lchp(nTx, h, t) in accordance with Equation (5), and outputs the transmission RF
signal to the aerial 110-nTx (step ST14).

[0031] After that, the transmission RF signal Tx(nTx, h, t) is emitted into the air from the aerial 110-nTx (step ST15).
[0032] Next, the operation of the reception radar 200-1 will be explained using a flowchart of Fig. 6. Further, a positional
relationship between each transmission radar 100-nTx and the reception radar 200-1 and a relationship between trans-
mission signals and reception signals in the case of the number of transmission radars NTx = 3 and the number of
reception radars NRx = 1 are shown in Fig. 7, and an explanation will be made by reference to Fig. 7.
[0033] The transmission RF signals emitted into the air are reflected by a target, and are incident upon the aerial 210-1
as reflected RF signals. Then, the aerial 210-1 receives the reflected RF signals incident thereupon, and outputs the
reflected RF signals, as a received RF signal Rx(nRx, h, t) of the reception radar 200-nRx, the received RF signal being
expressed by Equation (6), to the receiver 221-1 (step ST21). Here, Rx0(nTx, nRx, h, t) expressed by Equation (7) denotes
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a received RF signal received by reception radar 200-nRx of a reflected RF signal that is emitted from a transmission
radar 100-nTx, AR denotes the amplitude of the reflected RF signal, R0 denotes an initial relative range of the target, v
denotes a relative velocity of the target, θ denotes an angle of the target, c denotes the velocity of light, and t’ denotes
a time within one hit.

[0034] The phase difference φTx(nTx) of each transmission radar 100-nTx is expressed by Equation (8), and the phase
difference φRx(nTx, nRx) of the reception radar 200-1 is expressed by Equation (9).

[0035] The receiver 221-1 downconverts each received RF signal Rx(nTx, nRx, h, t) inputted thereto from the aerial
210-1 by using the local oscillation signal L0(t) expressed by Equation (1), and performs amplification and phase detection
after the received RF signal passes through a not-illustrated band pass filter, to generate a reception video signal V’(nRx,
h, t) of the reception radar 200-nRx, the reception video signal being expressed by Equation (10), and outputs the
reception video signal to the A/D converter 222-1 (step ST22). Here, V0’(nTx, nRx, h, t) expressed by Equation (11)
denotes a reception video signal of a reception video signal of the transmission radar 100-nTx that is generated by the
reception radar 200-nRx, and Av denotes the amplitude of the reception video signal.
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[0036] The A/D converter 222-1 performs A/D conversion on the reception video signal V’(nRx, h, t) of the reception
radar 200-nRx which is inputted from the receiver 221-1, to generate a reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) of the reception
radar 200-nRx, the reception video signal being expressed by Equation (12), and outputs the reception video signal to
the first signal processor 230-1 (step ST23). Here, V0(nTx, nRx, h, m) denotes a reception video signal which is expressed
by Equation (13), and which is a result of the reception radar 200-nRx’s A/D conversion of the reception video signal
corresponding to each transmission radar 100-nTx, m denotes a sampling number within the PRI, and M denotes the
number of samples within the PRI.

[0037] Signal processing performed by the first signal processor 230-1 will be explained by reference to a flowchart
of Fig. 8. In the flowchart of Fig. 8, step ST31 shows a process performed by the frequency domain transforming unit
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231-1, step ST32 shows a process performed by the correlation unit 232-1, and step ST33 shows a process performed
by the integrating unit 233-1.
[0038] The reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) of the reception radar 200-nRx is inputted to the frequency domain
transforming unit 231-1 from the A/D converter 222-1.
[0039] As shown by Equation (12), the reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) of the reception radar 200-nRx is a super-
imposed signal of signals with the different center frequencies modulated by the transmission radars. The first signal
processor 230-1 makes it possible to improve the detection performance by separating the reception signal, which is a
resultant signal that is transmitted by the multiple transmission radars, reflected by a target and then received, into
reception signals for the respective transmission radars, and performing a coherent integration.
[0040] First, a problem associated with conventional radar systems will be explained.
[0041] In general, in order to separate a reception signal into signals corresponding to transmission radars, a process
of determining a correlation between a reference signal based on the modulation component for each transmission radar
and the reception signal, i.e., pulse compression is performed. Figs. 9A, 9B, and 9C show signals after correlation which
correspond to the transmission radars in a case in which there is no influence of the Doppler frequency. Fig. 9A shows
a signal after correlation which corresponds to the transmission radar 100-1, Fig. 9B shows a signal after correlation
which corresponds to the transmission radar 100-2, and Fig. 9C shows a signal after correlation which corresponds to
the transmission radar 100-3. Because the bands differ among the transmission radars, the separation into reception
signals corresponding to the transmission radars can be performed, as shown in these Figs. 9A to 9C. It is seen that
integration is performed with respect to a target relative range. Further, a cross correlation occurs under the influence
of adjacent bands, and a sidelobe rises slightly (in the figures, refer to each section 901).
[0042] Figs. 9D, 9E, and 9F show signals after correlation which correspond to the transmission radars in a case in
which there is an influence of the Doppler frequency. Fig. 9D shows a signal after correlation which corresponds to the
transmission radar 100-1, Fig. 9E shows a signal after correlation which corresponds to the transmission radar 100-2,
and Fig. 9F shows a signal after correlation which corresponds to the transmission radar 100-3. Because the bands
differ among the transmission radars, the separation into reception signals corresponding to the transmission radars
can be performed, as shown in these Figs . 9D to 9F. However, because an influence occurs in the target relative range
under the influence of the Doppler frequency, and the target relative range is compressed to a range ΔRPC (nTx) which
is different from the target relative range by a range shown by Equation (14), there arises a problem that the range
measurement performance degrades. Further, while a sidelobe rises due to a cross correlation, as shown by sections
901, there is an influence of the Doppler frequency and a sidelobe further rises due to a cross correlation, as shown by
sections 902 in Figs. 9E and 9F.
[0043] Here, ΔτPC(nTx) denotes a delay time corresponding to the range ΔRPC(nTx) different from the target relative
range, and 7 shows that when the modulation is performed in such a way that the frequency increases as shown in Fig.
5, the negative sign is used, and when the modulation is performed in such a way that the frequency decreases, the
positive sign is used. The frequency fd(nTx) denotes a Doppler frequency expressed by Equation (15) where the target
relative velocity is v at the transmission frequency of transmission radar 100-nTx.

[0044] An influence of the Doppler frequency in a case of performing band synthesis is shown in Fig. 10. When there
is no influence of the Doppler frequency, signals in adjacent bands are synthesized coherently, the power is increased,
the detection performance is improved, and the range resolution is improved (in the figure, refer to a section 1001), as
shown in Fig. 10A. In contrast, when there is an influence of the Doppler frequency, there arises a problem that the
phases of signals after correlation in adjacent bands differ, and an integration loss occurs (in the figure, refer to an arrow
1002), as shown in Fig. 10B. When there is an influence of the Doppler frequency, there arises a further problem that
the compressed range differs from the target relative range (in the figure, refer to an arrow 1003) . There is another
problem that a rise of an unnecessary peak is caused by a cross correlation in accordance with the Doppler frequency,
in addition to a cross correlation between adjacent bands, and a sidelobe further rises (in the figure, refer to a section
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1004). In Figs. 10A and 10B, each section 1005 shows a part in which a sidelobe rises due to a cross correlation.
[0045] A Doppler frequency is acquired by transforming a reception video signal into signals in a frequency domain
in a hit direction. However, in the case of a reception video signal which is received with different transmission frequencies,
when a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed as the transform into the frequency domain, different Doppler frequencies
are acquired, as shown in Fig. 11, and it is therefore difficult to perform detection and synthesis. More specifically, in
the FFT, the frequency sampling intervals are the same independently of the transmission frequencies, and the velocity
sampling intervals differ dependently on the transmission frequencies.
[0046] The frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 according to Embodiment 1 uses chirp z-transform (CZT) in
order to transform the reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) of the reception radar 200-nRx into signals in the frequency
domain while changing a Doppler frequency interval for each of the different transmission frequencies in such a way
that the Doppler velocity bin is the same for each of the different transmission frequencies, for the purpose of coherently
performing band synthesis on the reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) of the reception radar 200-nRx. Fig. 12 shows
results of the transform of a reception video signal corresponding to the transmission frequency of each transmission
radar 100-nTx into the frequency domain by using the CZT. Although the reception video signal is sampled only during
the pulse width per each hit, Fig. 12 shows only one sample for the sake of explanation. Fig. 12A shows an example of
performing frequency transformation on the reception signal corresponding to the transmission radar 100-1 so as to
belong to a velocity bin of target relative velocity v. Fig. 12B shows a case for the transmission radar 100-2, and Fig.
12C shows a case for the transmission radar 100-3. In these Figs. 12A to 12C, ΔvCZT denotes a velocity sample interval
in the frequency domain. The frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 operates in such a way that the Doppler velocity
bin of each of the signals after transform into the frequency domain is the same, by changing the transform function of
the CZT on the basis of the transmission frequencies.
[0047] The frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 transforms the reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) of the reception
radar 200-nRx into the frequency domain, by performing the CZT expressed by Equation (16) on the reception video
signal, to generate a signal FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range. Here, znTx

-h denotes the transform
function for CZT corresponding to each transmission frequency (f0 + BnTx), AnTx denotes a transform start phase corre-
sponding to each transmission frequency (f0 + BnTx)(Equation (17)), WnTX

-hczt denotes a transform range function for
CZT corresponding to each transmission frequency (f0 + BnTx) (Equation (18)), vst denotes a transform start velocity at
which the transform is started, ven denotes a transform end velocity at which the transform is ended, Hczt denotes the
number of samples after CZT, and fsamp denotes a sampling frequency (Equation (19)). A relative velocity vCZT (hczt) at
the velocity bin number hczt after transform into the frequency domain is expressed by Equation (20).
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[0048] Through the process according to Equations (16) to (18) which is performed by the frequency domain trans-
forming unit 231-1, for any transmission frequency (f0 + BnTx), the signal FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and
a range is sampled, with respect to a frequency direction, over the velocity range from the transform start velocity vst to
the transform end velocity ven at same velocity sampling interval Δvczt, and the target is sampled into the same Doppler
velocity bin, as shown in Fig. 12. Further, the number Hczt of samples after CZT can be set to any number, and a desired
sampling interval can be set up. The transform start velocity vst and the transform end velocity ven can be freely set on
the basis of assumed relative velocities.
[0049] The frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 can process the CZT expressed by Equation (16) at a higher
speed than that at which a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is performed, by implementing the CZT by using a convolution
in the frequency domain which is expressed by Equation (21) and which uses a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and an
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT: Inverse FFT). The sign * in Equation (21) denotes the convolution. 

[0050] A relationship between inputs and outputs in the frequency domain transforming process is shown in Fig. 13.
Further, the reception video signal V(nRx, h, m) and the spectra of signal FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) each based on a velocity
and a range are shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14A shows the reception video signal and Fig. 14B shows each signal based on
a velocity and a range, and in both the figures a range value shown by a dotted line is a range Ramb measurable without
ambiguity. This Fig. 14 shows that the reception video signal corresponding to each transmission frequency appears in
the target relative velocity bin.
[0051] When it is feared that each signal FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range is buried in a sidelobe
such as a clutter, the frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 performs a window function process in accordance with
Equation (22), to generate a reception video signal V’(nRx, h, m) after window function process. Here, an explanation is
made using a humming window wham(m) expressed by Equation (23). A window function other than the humming window
can be used. By performing the window function process, a sidelobe in a velocity direction of each signal after transform
into the frequency domain can be reduced, and the target can be prevented from being buried in a sidelobe.
[0052] When the window function process is performed, the frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 substitutes the
reception video signal V (n, h, m) with the reception video signal V’(nRx, h, m) obtained after window function process,
and performs the transform into the frequency domain in accordance with Equation (16) or (21), to generate signals
FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range.

[0053] The frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 outputs the signals FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity
and a range to the correlation unit 232-1.
[0054] The correlation unit 232-1 performs processes of determining correlations between the respective reference
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signals based on both each transmission frequency and the velocity corresponding to each velocity bin, and the respective
signals FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range, i.e., pulse compression, to generate signals
RPC(nTx, nrx, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separated for each of the
transmission frequencies.
[0055] Referring to Figs. 15 and 16, the processes of determining correlations in the frequency domain between the
signals FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range, and the reference signal Ex(nTx, hczt, m) based on the
velocity corresponding to each velocity bin, i.e., pulse compressions which are performed by the correlation unit 232-1
will be explained. Fig. 15 shows that a processing block 1501-1 performs the pulse compression on the signal
FCZT(1, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range, this signal corresponding to the transmission radar 100-1 and the
reception radar 200-nRx, and a processing block 1501-NTx performs the pulse compression on the signal FCZT(NTx, nRx,
hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range, this signal corresponding to the transmission radar 100-NTx and the reception
radar 200-nRx. Further, Fig. 16 shows a signal based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and a range value
shown by a dotted line is a range Ramb measurable without ambiguity.
[0056] As shown in Fig. 17, when the target has a Doppler frequency, the correlation is low if no Doppler frequency
is included in the reference signal when the pulse compression is performed. In Fig. 17, solid lines show the transmitted
signals of the transmission radars 100-1 to 100-3, and broken lines show the received signals each of which has an
influence of the Doppler frequency. Further, there is a problem that a cross correlation between adjacent bands becomes
high, and an unnecessary peak becomes high as shown by the curve 1004 of Fig. 10B and the range deviates as shown
by the arrow 1003.
[0057] In order to solve this problem, the correlation unit 232-1 generates a reference signal Ex(nTx, hczt, m) including,
in addition to the amount of frequency modulation BnTx and the modulation bandwidth ΔBnTx of each transmission radar
100-nTx which are the same as those for the intrapulse modulation signal Lchp(nTx, t), the Doppler frequency corresponding
to the velocity in each velocity bin, in accordance with Equation (24). The second term in Equation (24) shows the Doppler
frequency corresponding to the velocity in each velocity bin, and the transform into the frequency domain in the hit
direction is performed by the frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 before the pulse compression, so that the pulse
compression can be performed on the signals which are integrated into the target relative velocity bin without the influence
of the Doppler frequency. Further, because a reference signal for each transmission frequency and for each velocity
corresponding to a velocity bin is generated, as shown in Equation (24), the pulse compression can be performed on
the reception video signal from the target, the reception video signal corresponding to both each transmission frequency
and each velocity, without the influence of the Doppler frequency.

[0058] Further, in Embodiment 1, the transform into the frequency domain in the hit direction is performed by the
frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 before the pulse compression. More specifically, each signal on which the
pulse compression is to be performed is not one corresponding to a single hit, but one acquired during an observation
time period and corresponding to H hits. In order to prevent a phase based on the target displacement distance in H
hits during the observation time from exerting an influence different for each of the transmission frequencies, a reference
signal Ex(nTx, hczt, m) also including the phase (third term in Equation (25)) based on the target displacement distance
in H hits can be generated in accordance with Equation (25).
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[0059] The correlation unit 232-1 performs a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on each signal FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based
on a velocity and a range and each reference signal Ex(nTx, hczt, m) in accordance with Equations (26) and (27),
respectively, and, after that, multiplies the signals (Equation (28)). Here, * denotes a complex conjugate, kr denotes a
sampling number within the PRI, and Mfft denotes the number of FFT points in the correlation process.

[0060] Finally, the correlation unit 232-1 performs an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) on a multiplication result
FV·Ex(nTx, nRx, hczt, kr) in accordance with Equation (29), to generate, as a result of the correlation process, signals
RPC(nTx, nRx, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separate for each of the
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transmission frequencies. As shown in Fig. 18, the pulse compression is performed on the reception signal corresponding
to the reference signal corresponding to each transmission radar 100-nTx, and the reception signals corresponding to
the other transmission radars whose bands differ from that of the transmission radar 100-nTx have small correlations
and are suppressed and the separation into the reception signals corresponding to the transmission frequencies can
be performed. Here, Fig. 18A shows the signal after pulse compression which corresponds to nTx = 1 in the transmission
radar 100-nTx, Fig. 18B shows the signal after pulse compression which corresponds to nTx = 2, and Fig. 18C shows
the signal after pulse compression which corresponds to nTx = 3. In each of these figures, the signals in the different
bands are compressed, and only the reception signal corresponding to the transmission radar 100-nTx is separated and
pulse-compressed, as shown by signals 1801, 1802, and 1803.
[0061] The correlation unit 232-1 outputs the signals RPC(nTx, nRx, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a range after
correlation, the signals being separated for each of the transmission frequencies, to the integrating unit 233-1.

[0062] The integrating unit 233-1 performs integration on the signals RPC(nTx, nRx, hczt, l) based on a velocity and a
range after correlation, the signals being acquired from the correlation unit 232-1 and being separated for each of the
transmission frequencies, in accordance with Equation (30), to generate a band-synthesized signal R∑Tx (nθ, nRx, hczt,
l) based on a velocity and a range after correlation. Here, θ’(nθ) denotes arrival angle candidate, nθ denotes arrival angle
candidate number, and Nθ denotes the number of arrival angle candidates. When θ = θ’(nθ), the signals RPC(nTx, nRx,
hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separated for each of the transmission
frequencies, are integrated coherently, and the band-synthesized signal R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and
a range after correlation exhibits a maximum.

[0063] The integrating unit 233-1 outputs the band-synthesized signal R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, l) based on a velocity and a
range after correlation to the target candidate detecting unit 241 in the second signal processor 240. The target candidate
detecting unit 241 performs detection of a target candidate on the band-synthesized signal R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, l) based
on a velocity and a range after correlation, the band-synthesized signal being acquired from the integrating unit 233-1,
on the basis of a signal strength. More concretely, for example, a Cell Average Constant False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR)
process can be considered. The target candidate detecting unit 241 outputs the band-synthesized signal R∑Tx(nθ, nRx,
hczt, l) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the arrival angle candidate number nθ’ and the velocity bin
number hczt’ of a target candidate which has been detected, and the sampling number l’ in a range direction to the
target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit 242.
[0064] On the basis of the arrival angle candidate number nθ’ and the velocity bin number hczt’ of the target candidate,
and the sampling number l’ in the range direction, which are acquired, the target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-
angle calculating unit 242 calculates a target candidate relative velocity v’tgt in accordance with Equation (31) and also
calculates a target candidate relative range R’tgt in accordance with Equation (32). Here, ΔrIFFT denotes the length of
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each of sampling intervals in the range direction after correlation. The target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-
angle calculating unit 242 outputs the target candidate arrival angle θ’(nθ’) corresponding to the arrival angle candidate
number nθ’, the target candidate relative velocity v’tgt, and the target candidate relative range R’tgt to the display 250. 

[0065] The display 250 displays, as signal processing results, the target candidate arrival angle θ’(nθ’), the target
candidate relative velocity v’tgt, and the target candidate relative range R’tgt which are provided as pieces of target
information on the screen.
[0066] As explained above, in the radar system according to Embodiment 1, the multiple transmission radars transmit
transmitted signals having different transmission frequencies, and, in the reception radar which receives transmitted
signals reflected by a target, in order to coherently integrate reception video signals corresponding to the different
transmission frequencies without the influence of the Doppler frequency, the frequency domain transforming unit 231-1
performs a transform into the frequency domain by performing a chirp z-transform while changing the Doppler frequency
interval for each of the different transmission frequencies in such a way that the Doppler velocity bin is the same for
each of the different transmission frequencies. Because the frequency domain transforming unit 231-1 performs the
transform into the frequency domain in such a way that the Doppler velocity bin is the same for each of the different
transmission frequencies, it is not necessary to detect and calculate a target relative velocity, and the target detection
performance of a radar system with low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can be improved.
[0067] The correlation unit 232-1 performs processes of determining correlations between the reference signal Ex(nTx,
hczt, m) based on both each transmission frequency and the velocity corresponding to each velocity bin, and the signals
FCZT(nTx, nRx, hczt, m) based on a velocity and a range, i.e., pulse compression, to generate signals RPC(nTx, nRx, hczt,
1) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separated for each of the transmission frequencies.
Because the correlation unit 232-1 performs the pulse compression by using the reference signal
Ex(nTx, hczt, m) based on both each transmission frequency and the velocity corresponding to each velocity bin, it is
possible to perform the pulse compression without the influence of the Doppler frequency. As a result, each reception
video signal is pulse-compressed to a target relative range, and the range measurement performance is improved.
Further, the radar system can suppress an increase in an unnecessary peak also for a received signal having a Doppler
frequency.
[0068] The integrating unit 233-1 performs integration on the signals RPC(nTx, nRx, hczt, l) based on a velocity and a
range after correlation which are inputted thereto from the correlation unit 232-1, the signals being separated for each
of the transmission frequencies, to generate a band-synthesized signal
R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, l) based on a velocity and a range after correlation. Although the reception video signals corresponding
to the different transmission frequencies are integrated, there is a problem that when the transmission frequencies differ,
the Doppler frequencies also differ and, as a result, the reception video signals corresponding to the different transmission
frequencies differ in phase and are not coherent, and an integration loss occurs. Because the correlation unit 232-1
uses the reference signal Ex(nTx, hczt, m) based on both each transmission frequency and the velocity corresponding
to each velocity bin, against this problem, the reception video signals are coherent, and the integration can be performed
without an integration loss. Therefore, the power is increased after the integration, and the detection performance of the
radar system can be improved.
[0069] As previously explained, because the radar system according to Embodiment 1 includes: multiple transmission
radars for emitting transmission signals with different frequencies, each frequency being generated using a pulse signal
and an intrapulse modulation signal used for performing frequency modulation on the pulse signal; a receiving unit for
converting received signals of the transmission signals that return from a target on reflection, into a reception video
signal; a frequency domain transforming unit for transforming the reception video signal into signals based on a velocity
and a range in such a way that Doppler frequencies of the target belongs to a same velocity bin number regardless of
a change in the frequencies of the transmission signals; a correlation unit for performing correlation process on output
signals from the frequency domain transforming unit by using reference signals associated with both a transmission
frequency of the multiple transmission radars and a velocity corresponding to a velocity bin number, to generate signals
based on a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separate for each of the transmission frequencies
of the multiple transmission radars; an integrating unit for integrating output signals from the correlation unit using target
arrival angle candidates, to generate band-synthesized signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation; a target
candidate detecting unit for performing detection of a target candidate on output signals from the integrating unit on a
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basis of signal strength; and a target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit for calculating a rel-
ative velocity, a relative range, and an arrival angle of the target candidate, the target detection performance can be
improved even in a case in which there is an influence of the Doppler frequency of the target.
[0070] Further, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 1, the multiple transmission radars are config-
ured so as to emit the transmitted signals with different frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is performed
upwardly or downwardly, keeping a preset frequency spacing, the transmission of the signals with different transmission
frequencies can be performed with the simple configuration.
[0071] In addition, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 1, the frequency domain transforming unit
is configured so as to perform the transforming process by additionally performing a window function process on the
reception video signal, a sidelobe in the velocity direction of each signal after transform into the frequency domain can
be reduced, and the target can be prevented from being buried in a sidelobe.
[0072] In addition, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 1, the frequency domain transforming unit
is configured so as to use a chirp z-transform to sample reception video signals obtained after frequency domain transform
at intervals that are determined based on a center transmission frequency, while the target detection performance of
the radar system can be improved, the processing can be performed with a smaller amount of arithmetic operation.
[0073] Further, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 1, the correlation unit is configured so as to
use the reference signals to each of which a phase based on the target displacement distance during the observation
time is added, the pulse compression can be performed without the influence of the Doppler frequency.

Embodiment 2.

[0074] A radar system according to Embodiment 2 includes transmission radars 100a-nTx (nTx is transmission radar
number; nTx = 1, 2, ..., NTx in a case in which the number of transmission radars is NTx), reception radars 200a-nRx (nRx
is reception radar number; nRx = 1, 2, ..., NRx in a case in which the number of reception radars is NRx; a configuration
in the case of NRx = two or more will be explained in Embodiment 2), a second signal processor 240a, and a display
250, as shown in Fig. 19.
[0075] The radar system according to Embodiment 2 differs from that according to Embodiment 1 in the configuration
of a transmitting unit 120a-nTx of each transmission radar 100a-nTx, the configuration of a first signal processor 230a-
nRx of each reception radar 200a-nRx, and the configuration of the second signal processor 240a. Because the other
components are the same as those according to Embodiment 1, the corresponding components are denoted by the
same reference character strings and the explanation of the components will be omitted hereafter.
[0076] Fig. 20 is a block diagram of each transmitting unit 120a-nTx. As shown in the figure, each transmitting unit
120a-nTx includes a transmitter 121-nTx, a pulse modulator 122-nTx, a local oscillator 123-nTx, and an intrapulse mod-
ulation signal generator 124a-nTx, and the components other than the intrapulse modulation signal generator 124a-nTx
are same as those according to Embodiment 1.
[0077] Fig. 21 is a block diagram of each first signal processor 230a-nRx. As shown in the figure, each first signal
processor 230a-nRx includes a frequency domain transforming unit 231-nRx, a correlation unit 232a-nRx, and an integrating
unit 233-nRx, and the components other than the correlation unit 232a-nRx are same as those according to Embodiment 1.
[0078] The second signal processor 240a differs from that according to Embodiment 1 in that the second signal
processor 240a includes a second integrating unit 243.
[0079] The intrapulse modulation signal generator 124a-nTx of each transmitting unit 120a-nTx generates an intrapulse
modulation signal Lchp(nTx, t) used for performing frequency modulation on a pulse signal by using an amount of frequency
modulation BnTx and a modulation bandwidth ΔBnTx in such a way that the frequency modulation in a frequency band
and that in another frequency band adjacent to the frequency band are complex conjugates of each other, in accordance
with Equation (33), and outputs the intrapulse modulation signal to the transmitter 121-nTx. Here, 6 shows that when
nTx is an odd number, the negative sign is used (more specifically, the frequency modulation is down-chirp one), and
when nTx is an even number, the positive sign is used (more specifically, the frequency modulation is up-chirp one).
[0080] A relationship among the amount of frequency modulation BnTx, the modulation bandwidth ΔBnTX, and frequency
modulation for each transmission radar is shown in Fig. 22. An amount of frequency modulation B2 is 0. 
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[0081] The correlation unit 232a-nRx generates a reference signal Ex (nTx, hczt, m) including, in addition to the amount
of frequency modulation BnTx and the modulation bandwidth ΔBnTx of each transmission radar 100a-nTx which are the
same as those for the intrapulse modulation signal Lchp(nTx, t), the Doppler frequency corresponding to the velocity in
each velocity bin, in accordance with Equation (34). Further, in order to prevent a phase based on the movement range
of a target in H hits during an observation time period from exerting an influence different for each transmission frequency,
a reference signal Ex(nTx, hczt, m) also including the phase (third term in Equation (35)) based on the target displacement
distance in H hits can be generated in accordance with Equation (35). The sign 6 in each of Equations (34) and (35)
shows that when nTx is an odd number the negative sign is used (more specifically, the frequency modulation is down-
chirp one), and when nTx is an even number the positive sign is used (more specifically, the frequency modulation is
up-chirp one). Because the details of subsequent pulse compression processing are the same as those of the correlation
unit 232-1 according to Embodiment 1, an explanation of the processing will be omitted hereafter.

[0082] Advantages which are provided in a case in which each transmission radar 100a-nTx transmits a transmission
signal such that frequency modulations in the adjacent frequency bands are complex conjugate, as shown in Fig. 22,
and each correlation unit 232a-nRx performs pulse compression will be explained. A received signal in a case in which
a Doppler frequency is included is shown in Fig. 23. In Fig. 23, the transmitted signal of each transmission radar 100a-
nTx is shown with a solid line, and a received signal having an influence of the Doppler frequency is shown with a broken
line. Because the transmitted signal of each transmission radar 100a-nTx is generated in such a way that the frequency
modulation in the frequency band and that in another frequency band adjacent to the frequency band are complex
conjugates, there is provided an advantage that cross correlations cancel each other out when the pulse compression
is performed (refer to arrows 2301), and unnecessary peaks do not occur and sidelobes do not rise (refer to sections
2401), as shown in Fig. 24. Fig. 24A shows a signal for the transmission radar 100a-1 after correlation, Fig. 24B shows
a signal for the transmission radar 100a-2 after correlation, and Fig. 24C shows a signal for the transmission radar 100a-
3 after correlation. Further, also when band synthesis is performed by the integrating unit 233-nRx, there is no influence
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of cross correlations, sidelobes do not rise, and an integration result providing low sidelobes can be acquired (refer to
sections 2501), as shown in Fig. 25. In addition, because the band synthesis is performed, there is provided an advantage
of increasing the power and improving the range resolution (refer to a section 2502). More specifically, the detection
performance of the radar system is improved.
[0083] Further, frequency modulations in symmetric frequency bands can be made to be complex conjugates, as
shown in Fig. 26. In the example shown in the figure, the transmitted signal of the transmission radar 100a-1 and the
transmitted signal of the transmission radar 100a-4 are complex conjugates with each other, and the transmitted signal
of the transmission radar 100a-2 and the transmitted signal of the transmission radar 100a-3 are complex conjugates
with each other. Also in this configuration, the same advantage as that in the case in which the transmitted signals in
which the frequency modulation in the frequency band and that in another frequency band adjacent to the frequency
band are complex conjugates of each other are transmitted can be provided.
[0084] The second integrating unit 243 receives band-synthesized signals R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, 1) based on a velocity
and a range after correlation from the first signal processors 230-1 to 230-NRx. The second integrating unit 243 performs
integration on the band-synthesized signals R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, l) of the reception radars 200a-nRx, the band-synthesized
signals being based on a velocity and a range after correlation, in accordance with Equation (36), to generate an integrated
signal R∑TX,Rx(nθ, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a range after correlation. When θ = θ’(nθ), the band-synthesized
signals R∑Tx(nθ, nRx, hczt, l) of the reception radars 200a-nRx, the band-synthesized signals being based on a velocity
and a range after correlation, are integrated coherently, and the integrated signal R∑Tx,Rx(nθ, hczt, 1) based on a velocity
and a range after correlation exhibits a maximum. By integrating the signals of the reception radars 200a-nRx, the power
can be increased and the detection performance of the radar system can be improved. Because the antenna aperture
length is increased virtually by integrating the signals of the reception radars 200a-nRx, there is provided an advantage
of improving the angular resolution.

[0085] The second integrating unit 243 outputs the integrated signal R∑Tx,Rx(nθ, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a
range after correlation to a target candidate detecting unit 241. The operations of the target candidate detecting unit 241
and the following units are the same as those according to Embodiment 1.
[0086] As explained above, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 2, the transmitted signal from each
transmission radar 100a-nTx is generated in such a way that the frequency modulation in the frequency band and that
in another frequency band adjacent to the frequency band are complex conjugates of each other, there is provided an
advantage that cross correlations cancel each other out when the pulse compression is performed, and unnecessary
peaks do not occur and sidelobes do not rise. Further, also when band synthesis is performed by the integrating unit
233-nRx, there is no influence of cross correlations, sidelobes do not rise, and an integration result providing low sidelobes
can be acquired. More specifically, the detection performance of the radar system can be improved.
[0087] Further, because the second integrating unit 243 integrates the signals of the reception radars 200a-nRx, the
power can be increased and the detection performance of the radar system can be improved. In addition, because the
antenna aperture length is increased virtually by integrating the signals of the reception radars 200a-nRx, there is provided
an advantage of improving the angular resolution.
[0088] As previously explained, because the radar system according to Embodiment 2 includes the second integrating
unit for integrating band-synthesized signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation using target arrival angle
candidates, to generate integrated signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and wherein the target
candidate detecting unit performs detection of a target candidate on, instead of the output signal of the integrating unit,
output signals from the second integrating unit, while the power can be increased and the detection performance can
be improved, the angular resolution can be improved.
[0089] Further, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 2, the multiple transmission radars are config-
ured so as to emit the transmission signals with the different frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is
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performed upwardly or downwardly in such a manner that frequency modulations in adjacent frequency bands are
complex conjugates, keeping a preset frequency spacing, cross correlations cancel each other out when the pulse
compression is performed, and unnecessary peaks do not occur and sidelobes do not rise. As a result, the detection
performance of the radar system can be improved.
[0090] Further, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 2, the multiple transmission radars are config-
ured so as to emit the transmitted signals with the different frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is
performed upwardly or downwardly in such a manner that frequency modulations in symmetric frequency bands are
complex conjugates, keeping a preset frequency spacing, cross correlations cancel each other out when the pulse
compression is performed, and unnecessary peaks do not occur and sidelobes do not rise. As a result, the detection
performance of the radar system can be improved.

Embodiment 3.

[0091] A radar system according to Embodiment 3 is one in which the second signal processor 240a in the radar
system according to Embodiment 2 is replaced by a second signal processor 240b, and the configuration of this second
signal processor 240b is shown in Fig. 27. Because the configuration of each transmission radar 100a-nTx and the
configuration of each reception radar 200a-nRx in the radar system according to Embodiment 3 are the same as those
according to Embodiment 2 shown in Fig. 19, an explanation of these configurations will be made using Fig. 19.
[0092] As shown in Fig. 27, the second signal processor 240b according to Embodiment 3 includes a second integrating
unit 243, a target candidate detecting unit 241, a target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit
242, a second correlation unit 244, and a second target candidate detecting unit 245. Here, the configurations and the
operations of the second integrating unit 243, the target candidate detecting unit 241, and the target’s relative-veloci-
ty/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit 242 are the same as those according to Embodiment 2.
[0093] An integrated signal R∑Tx,Rx(nθ, hczt, 1) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and a relative velocity,
a relative range, and an arrival angle of a target candidate are inputted to the second correlation unit 244. Fig. 28 shows
an integrated signal based on a velocity and a range after correlation in a case in which there is ambiguity in velocities.
A range value shown by a dotted line is a range Ramb measurable without ambiguity. When a velocity vamb measurable
without ambiguity, and a transform start velocity vst and a transform end velocity ven have a relationship expressed in
Equation (37), virtual images occur at intervals of the velocity vamb measurable without ambiguity while being centered
on a relative velocity v of a true target, as shown in Fig. 28. Further, the difference between the range of each virtual
image and a relative range of the target is expressed by Equation (38) . Here, namb denotes the number of velocity folding. 

[0094] The second correlation unit 244 generates an integrated signal based on a velocity and a range after correlation
on the basis of the relative velocity, the relative range, and the arrival angle of the target candidate, to define the integrated
signal as a two-dimensional reference signal Ex(nt). For example, when a first target candidate 2801 is the true target,
the two-dimensional reference signal Ex(nt) can be generated on the basis of the target relative velocity v, the relative
range R0, and the arrival angle of the first target candidate 2801, as shown in Fig. 28. Further, the two-dimensional
reference signal Ex(nt) of a second target candidate 2802 can be generated on the basis of the target relative velocity
v-vamb, the relative range R2, and the arrival angle of the second target candidate 2802, as shown in Fig. 29. Here, nt
denotes a target candidate number.
[0095] The second correlation unit 244 performs a second correlation process of determining a correlation between
the integrated signal R∑Tx,Rx(nθ, hczt, l) based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and each two-dimensional
reference signal Ex(nt), in accordance with Equation (39), to generate a signal R2(nt) after second correlation with each
target candidate. Here, fft2(X) denotes a signal acquired after performing a two-dimensional FFT on a signal X, ifft2 (X)
denotes a signal acquired after performing a two-dimensional IFFT on the signal X, and Y* denotes a complex conjugate
of a signal Y.
[0096] The second correlation unit 244 outputs the signal R2(nt) after second correlation with each target candidate
to the second target candidate detecting unit 245. 
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[0097] The second target candidate detecting unit 245 performs detection of a target candidate on the signal R2(nt)
after second correlation, which is acquired from the second correlation unit 244, on the basis of a signal strength. The
second target candidate detecting unit 245 detects a target candidate from among target candidates on the basis of a
signal strength while setting a target region having a velocity difference of 6vw/2 and a range difference of 6Rw/2, as
shown in Fig. 30, in order to make a distinction whether the target candidate is the true target or a virtual image (refer
to the detection region 3001) . More specifically, because when a target candidate is the true target, the velocity difference
is 0 and the range difference is 0, a region in the vicinity of the velocity difference = 0 and the range difference = 0 is
defined as the detection target region. Here, because a virtual image occurs on the basis of the velocity vamb measurable
without ambiguity, the detection target region is determined on the basis of the velocity vamb measurable without ambiguity,
and the range vw of velocity differences and the range Rw of range differences are calculated in accordance with Equation
(40).
[0098] Because when a target candidate is the target, the velocity difference and the range difference are small,
whereas when a target candidate is a virtual image, the velocity difference and the range difference are large, by disposing
the detection region from the signal after second correlation, there is provided an advantage that a distinction between
the target and a virtual image can be made, false alarms are reduced, and the detection performance is improved.
Therefore, in the case of a signal state as shown in Fig. 28, the first target candidate 2801 which is the true target is
detected while the second target candidate 2802 which is a virtual image is not detected, and the detection performance
is improved.
[0099] The second target candidate detecting unit 245 outputs the target candidate arrival angle, the target candidate
relative velocity, and the target candidate relative range of the target candidate which is detected to a display 250. 

[0100] As explained above, because in the radar system according to Embodiment 3, the second correlation unit 244
performs the second correlation process of determining a correlation between the integrated signal R∑Tx,Rx(nθ, hczt, l)
based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and each two-dimensional reference signal Ex(nt), to generate a signal
R2(nt) after second correlation with each target candidate, and the second target candidate detecting unit 245 performs
detection of a target candidate on the signal R2(nt) after second correlation on the basis of a signal strength, the selection
of a target candidate from target candidates can be made while a distinction between a target and a virtual image is
made, false alarms can be reduced, and the detection performance of the radar system can be improved. Further, the
relative range, the relative velocity, and the arrival angle of the target candidate can be calculated without ambiguity,
and the performance of calculation of the range, the velocity, and the arrival angle of the radar system can be improved.
[0101] Although in the above-mentioned example, the configuration in which the second correlation unit 244 and the
second target candidate detecting unit 245 are added to the configuration according to Embodiment 2 is explained, the
same advantages can be provided even in a case of applying the second correlation unit 244 and the second target
candidate detecting unit 245 to the radar system according to Embodiment 1.
[0102] As explained above, because the radar system according to Embodiment 3 includes the second correlation
unit for performing a correlation process on band-synthesized signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation
by using a two-dimensional reference signal based on a relative velocity, a relative range, and an arrival angle of each
target candidate, to generate a signal after second correlation process, and the second target candidate detecting unit
for performing detection of a target candidate on output signals from the second correlation unit on the basis of signal
strength, the selection of a target candidate from target candidates can be made while a distinction between a target
and a virtual image is made, false alarms can be reduced, and the detection performance of the radar system can be
improved.
[0103] Note that any combination of two or more of the above-mentioned embodiments can be made, various modi-
fications can be made to any component according to any one of the above-mentioned embodiments, and any component
in any one of the above-mentioned embodiments can be omitted, within the scope of the invention.
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INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0104] As explained above, the radar system according to the present disclosure has a configuration of being able to
improve the performance of detection of a target even in a case in which there is an influence of the Doppler frequency
of the target, the radar system is suitable for use in radars such as a MIMO radar.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0105] 100-nTx: transmission radar, 110-nTx: aerial, 120-nTx and 120a-nTx: transmitting unit, 121-nTx: transmitter, 122-
nTx: pulse modulator, 123-nTx: local oscillator, 124-nTx and 124a-nTx: intrapulse modulation signal generator, 200-nRx
and 200a-nRx: reception radar, 210-nRx: aerial, 220-nRx: receiving unit, 221-nRx: receiver, 222-nRx: A/D converter, 230-
nRx and 230a-nRx: first signal processor, 231-nRx: frequency domain transforming unit, 232-nRx and 232a-nRx: correlation
unit, 233-nRx: integrating unit, 240, 240a, and 240b: second signal processor, 241: target candidate detecting unit, 242:
target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit, 243: second integrating unit, 244: second correlation
unit, 245: second target candidate detecting unit, and 250: display.

Claims

1. A radar system comprising:

multiple transmission radars (100-nTx) for emitting transmission signals with different frequencies, each fre-
quency being generated using a pulse signal and an intrapulse modulation signal used for performing frequency
modulation on the pulse signal;
a receiving unit (220-nRx) for converting received signals of the transmission signals that return from a target
on reflection, into a reception video signal;
a frequency domain transforming unit (231-nRx) for transforming the reception video signal into signals based
on a velocity and a range in such a way that Doppler frequencies of the target belongs to a same velocity bin
number regardless of a change in the frequencies of the transmission signals where the transformation is
performed by using a chirped z-transform whose transform function is changed on the basis of the transmission
frequencies;
a correlation unit (232-nRx; 232a-nRx) for generating reference signals based on a transmission frequency of
the multiple transmission radars and a Doppler frequency corresponding to the velocity in each velocity bin
number, and performing pulse compression by correlation process in the frequency domain between output
signals from the frequency domain transforming unit and the reference signals, to generate signals based on
a velocity and a range after correlation, the signals being separate for each of the transmission frequencies of
the multiple transmission radars;
an integrating unit (233-nRx) for integrating output signals from the correlation unit using target arrival angle
candidates, to generate band-synthesized signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation;
a target candidate detecting unit (241) for performing detection of a target candidate on output signals from the
integrating unit on a basis of signal strength; and
a target’s relative-velocity/relative-range/arrival-angle calculating unit (242) for calculating a relative velocity, a
relative range, and an arrival angle of the target candidate.

2. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the radar system comprises a second integrating unit (243) for
integrating the band-synthesized signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation using target arrival angle
candidates, to generate integrated signals based on a velocity and a range after correlation, and wherein the target
candidate detecting unit performs detection of a target candidate on, instead of the output signal of the integrating
unit, output signals from the second integrating unit.

3. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the multiple transmission radars emit transmission signals with
different frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is performed upwardly or downwardly, keeping a
preset frequency spacing.

4. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the multiple transmission radars emit the transmission signals with
the different frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is performed upwardly or downwardly in such
a manner that frequency modulations in adjacent frequency bands are complex conjugates, keeping a preset fre-
quency spacing.
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5. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the multiple transmission radars emit the transmitted signals with
the different frequencies for which intrapulse frequency modulation is performed upwardly or downwardly in such
a manner that frequency modulations in symmetric frequency bands are complex conjugates, keeping a preset
frequency spacing.

6. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the frequency domain transforming unit performs the transforming
process by additionally performing a window function process on the reception video signal.

7. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the frequency domain transforming unit uses the chirp z-transform
to sample reception video signals obtained after frequency domain transform at intervals that are determined based
on a center transmission frequency.

8. The radar system according to claim 1, wherein the correlation unit uses the reference signals to each of which a
phase based on a target displacement distance during an observation time is added.

Patentansprüche

1. Radarsystem, umfassend:

mehrere Transmissionsradare (100-nTx) zum Aussenden von Transmissionssignalen mit unterschiedlichen
Frequenzen, wobei jede Frequenz erzeugt wird unter Verwendung eines Impulssignals und eines Intrapuls-
Modulationssignals, das zum Durchführen von Frequenzmodulation auf das Impulssignal genutzt wird;
eine Empfangseinheit (220-nRx) zum Umwandeln empfangener Signale der Transmissionssignale, die von
einem Ziel auf Reflexion zurücckommen, in ein Empfangsvideosignal;
Frequenzdomäne-Transformationseinheit (231-nRx) zum Transformieren des Empfangsvideosignals in Signale
auf Grundlage einer Geschwindigkeit und einer Reichweite, in einer solchen Weise, dass Dopplerfrequenzen
des Ziels zu einer gleichen Geschwindigkeits-Bin-Nummer gehören unabhängig von einer Änderung der Fre-
quenzen der Transmissionssignale, wobei die Transformation durchgeführt wird unter Verwendung einer ge-
chirpten z-Transformation, deren Transformationsfunktion auf Grundlage der Transmissionsfrequenzen geän-
dert wird;
eine Korrelationseinheit (232-nRx; 232a-nRx) zum Erzeugen von Referenzsignalen auf Grundlage einer Trans-
missionsfrequenz der mehreren Transmissionsradare und einer Dopplerfrequenz entsprechend der Geschwin-
digkeit in jeder Geschwindigkeits-Bin-Nummer und Durchführen von Impulskompression durch einen Korrela-
tionsprozess in der Frequenzdomäne zwischen Ausgangssignalen von der Frequenzdomäne-Transformations-
einheit und den Referenzsignalen, um Signale zu erzeugen auf Grundlage einer Geschwindigkeit und einer
Reichweite nach Korrelation, wobei die Signale für jede der Transmissionsfrequenzen der mehreren Transmis-
sionsradare getrennt sind;
eine integrierende Einheit (233-nRx) zum Integrieren der Ausgangssignale aus der Korrelationseinheit unter
Verwendung von Ziel-Ankunftswinkel-Kandidaten, um bandsynthetisierte Signale zu erzeugen auf Grundlage
einer Geschwindigkeit und einer Reichweite nach Korrelation;
eine Zielkandidat-Erfassungseinheit (241) zum Durchführen von Erfassung eines Zielkandidaten auf Ausgangs-
signale aus der integrierenden Einheit auf Grundlage der Signalstärke; und
eine Ziel-Relative-Geschwindigkeit/Relative-Reichweite/Ankunftswinkel-Berechnungseinheit (242) zum Be-
rechnen einer relativen Geschwindigkeit, einer relativen Reichweite und eines Ankunftswinkels des Zielkandi-
daten.

2. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Radarsystem eine zweite integrierende Einheit (243) zum Integrieren
der bandsynthetisierten Signale auf Grundlage einer Geschwindigkeit und einer Reichweite nach Korrelation unter
Verwendung von Ziel-Ankunftswinkel-Kandidaten umfasst, um integrierte Signale zu erzeugen auf Grundlage einer
Geschwindigkeit und einer Reichweite nach Korrelation, und wobei die Zielkandidaten-Erfassungseinheit Erfassung
eines Zielkandidaten, anstelle des Ausgangssignals der integrierenden Einheit, auf Ausgangssignale aus der zweiten
integrierenden Einheit durchführt.

3. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mehreren Transmissionsradare Transmissionssignale mit unterschiedli-
chen Frequenzen aussenden, für die Intrapuls-Frequenzmodulation aufwärts oder abwärts durchgeführt wird, unter
Einhaltung eines vorgegebenen Frequenzabstandes.
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4. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mehreren Transmissionsradare die Transmissionssignale mit den unter-
schiedlichen Frequenzen, für die Intrapuls-Frequenzmodulation aufwärts oder abwärts durchgeführt wird, in einer
solchen Weise aussenden, dass Frequenzmodulationen in benachbarten Frequenzbereichen komplexe Konjugierte
sind, die einen vorgegebenen Frequenzabstand einhalten.

5. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mehreren Transmissionsradare die transmittierten Signale mit den un-
terschiedlichen Frequenzen, für die Intrapuls-Frequenzmodulation aufwärts oder abwärts durchgeführt wird, in einer
solchen Weise aussenden, dass Frequenzmodulationen in symmetrischen Frequenzbereichen komplexe Konju-
gierte sind, die einen vorgegebenen Frequenzabstand einhalten.

6. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Frequenzdomäne Transformationseinheit den Transformationsprozess
durchführt durch zusätzliches Durchführen eines Fensterfunktionsprozesses auf das Empfangsvideosignal.

7. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Frequenzdomäne Transformationseinheit die Chirp-z-Transformation
nutzt, um Empfangsvideosignale, die nach Frequenzdomänentransformation erhalten werden, in Intervallen abzu-
tasten, die auf Grundlage einer zentralen Transmissionsfrequenz bestimmt werden.

8. Radarsystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Korrelationseinheit die Referenzsignale nutzt, zu denen jeweils eine
Phase auf Grundlage einer Zielverschiebungsdistanz während einer Beobachtungszeit hinzugefügt wird.

Revendications

1. Système de radars comprenant :

de multiples radars d’émission (100-nTx) destinés à émettre des signaux d’émission avec différentes fréquences,
chaque fréquence étant générée en utilisant un signal impulsionnel et un signal de modulation intra-impulsionnel
utilisé pour mettre en œuvre une modulation de fréquence sur le signal impulsionnel ;
une unité de réception (220-nRx) destinée à convertir des signaux reçus des signaux d’émission qui reviennent
d’une cible par réflexion, en un signal vidéo de réception ;
une unité de transformation de domaine fréquentiel (231-nRx) destinée à transformer le signal vidéo de réception
en des signaux sur la base d’une vitesse et d’une portée, de telle manière que des fréquences Doppler de la
cible appartiennent à un même nombre binaire de vitesse, indépendamment d’une modification des fréquences
des signaux d’émission, où la transformation est mise en œuvre en utilisant une transformée en z modulée en
fréquence dont une fonction de transformée est modifiée sur la base des fréquences d’émission ;
une unité de corrélation (232-nRx ; 232a-nRx) destinée à générer des signaux de référence sur la base d’une
fréquence d’émission des multiples radars d’émission et d’une fréquence Doppler correspondant à la vitesse
dans chaque nombre binaire de vitesse, et à mettre en œuvre une compression d’impulsions par un processus
de corrélation dans le domaine fréquentiel entre des signaux de sortie provenant de l’unité de transformation
de domaine fréquentiel et les signaux de référence, en vue de générer des signaux sur la base d’une vitesse
et d’une portée après corrélation, les signaux étant distincts pour chacune des fréquences d’émission des
multiples radars d’émission ;
une unité d’intégration (233-nRx) destinée à intégrer des signaux de sortie provenant de l’unité de corrélation
en utilisant des candidats d’angle d’arrivée cibles, en vue de générer des signaux à synthèse de bande sur la
base d’une vitesse et d’une portée après corrélation ;
une unité de détection de candidat cible (241) destinée à mettre en œuvre une détection d’un candidat cible
sur des signaux de sortie en provenance de l’unité d’intégration sur la base d’une intensité de signal ; et
une unité de calcul de vitesse relative / de portée relative / d’angle d’arrivée d’une cible (242) destiné à calculer
une vitesse relative, une portée relative et un angle d’arrivée du candidat cible.

2. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le système de radars comprend une seconde unité d’in-
tégration (243) destinée à intégrer les signaux à synthèse de bande sur la base d’une vitesse et d’une portée après
corrélation, en utilisant des candidats d’angle d’arrivée cibles, en vue de générer des signaux intégrés sur la base
d’une vitesse et d’une portée après corrélation, et dans lequel l’unité de détection de candidat cible met en œuvre
une détection d’un candidat cible sur, au lieu des signaux de sortie de l’unité d’intégration, des signaux de sortie
provenant de la seconde unité d’intégration.

3. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les multiples radars d’émission émettent des signaux
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d’émission avec les différentes fréquences pour lesquelles une modulation de fréquence intra-impulsionnelle est
mise en œuvre vers le haut ou vers le bas, ce qui maintient un espacement de fréquences prédéfini.

4. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les multiples radars d’émission émettent les signaux
d’émission avec les différentes fréquences pour lesquelles une modulation de fréquence intra-impulsionnelle est
mise en œuvre vers le haut ou vers le bas, de telle manière que des modulations de fréquences dans des bandes
de fréquences adjacentes correspondent à des conjugués complexes, ce qui maintient un espacement de fréquences
prédéfini.

5. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les multiples radars d’émission émettent les signaux émis
avec les différentes fréquences pour lesquelles une modulation de fréquence intra-impulsionnelle est mise en œuvre
vers le haut ou vers le bas, de telle manière que des modulations de fréquences dans des bandes de fréquences
symétriques correspondent à des conjugués complexes, ce qui maintient un espacement de fréquences prédéfini.

6. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’unité de transformation de domaine fréquentiel met en
œuvre le processus de transformation en mettant en outre en œuvre un processus de fonction de fenêtrage sur le
signal vidéo de réception.

7. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’unité de transformation de domaine fréquentiel utilise la
transformée en z modulée en fréquence en vue d’échantillonner des signaux vidéo de réception obtenus après une
transformation de domaine fréquentiel à des intervalles qui sont déterminés sur la base d’une fréquence d’émission
centrale.

8. Système de radars selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’unité de corrélation utilise les signaux de référence à
chacun desquels est ajoutée une phase sur la base d’une distance de déplacement de cible au cours d’un temps
d’observation.
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